
Mini Column

Today’s Japan 
 Cup Noodles 

Cup noodles come with noodles and flavoring 
prepackaged in a cup so that it can be enjoyed almost 
instantly by simply adding hot water. Now a popular 
product around the world, it was originally invented in 
Japan. From its invention around 40 years ago until 
today, cup noodles have evolved to become even more 
convenient and better tasting. In fact, recent years are 
seeing successive launching of “authentic” cup noodles 
developed and intended to satisfy even individuals with 
discerning palates. 

For instance, some cup noodles now offer thick, 
resilient noodles with body, almost like hand-kneaded 
noodles, and include larger cuts of meat and vegetables 
that were difficult to process in the past. Furthermore, 
products that offer the local tastes of popular 
restaurants throughout Japan are rapidly appearing on 
the market, while novel products such as cheese- and 
tomato-flavored noodle soups are also gaining 
popularity. 

Cup noodles are inexpensive and are available in a 
wide selection that makes choosing one fun. While 
eating too much is not good for you, fortunately, 
reduced-calorie products are also emerging on the 
market today. 

Communicating Feelings in Japanese 
 Words of Greeting 

Saying “Ohayogozaimasu” is a good way to start each 
day on a cheerful note. 

Different words of greeting are used depending on 
whom you greet, the time of day, and location, so until 
you get used to it, you might find it slightly difficult to 
use the right word at the right time. While you should 
say “Ohayogozaimasu” to the president of your company 
and your superiors, you can just say “Ohayo” to your 
friends. The Japanese language also has many words of 
parting. Sayonara, ojamashimashita, shitsureishimasu,
and shikkei are all used when taking one’s leave. 

In olden days, people referred to others as hito-sama,
adding the honorific -sama to the word hito meaning 
person. The term embodies feelings of respect and 
kindness to others, which were considered the basic 
underpinning of greetings between people. 

The term gochisosama also expresses feelings of 
appreciation and gratitude. It is frequently used after a 
meal, in thanks to the cook for collecting the ingredients 
and cooking the meal.

Some ambiguous terms were inspired from the wisdom 
of daily living. In a well-known children’s song called 
“Yamaguchi-san chi no Tsutomu-kun,” Tsutomu-kun’s 
friend says, “Let’s play,” but Tsutomu-kun replies, 
“Atode,” which literally means “later.” The reply is in 
effect Tsutomu-kun’s rejection of the friend’s invitation to 
play, but the term gently softens the rejection.




